Bespoke furniture Made from only recycled materials.
Sleeping Tree is committed to using only recycled materials to create our designs. We not only
feel this is ethical but also the materials used add their own character to the pieces. Many of our
designs incorporate natural forms created by using seasoned coppice windfall, and drift wood
alongside architectural timbers to make one off pieces of furniture. We pride ourselves on making
furniture that is as individual as its' owner.
For your home - Sturdy rustic furniture to add a touch of individuality to your garden, patio, or
conservatory made from reclaimed materials made to your specification and taste.
Storytelling Chairs - Storytelling chairs made for your home,school or group. Children will love
these chairs let their imagination go wild with one of our creations What ever your needs just give
us a call and speak to Dean. There are more pictures of our work in out gallery - Click here.
Events - Fantasy, and themed furniture for all your event needs, garden parties, festivals and
rituals. All we need are your ideas and the theme of your event and we will make magical pieces
to suit your needs.
I started making bespoke furnishings a few years ago now. I kept seeing wonderful materials
being left on waste ground by fly tippers not only did it annoy me but gave me the idea that I
could get reusable materials and make unique items of furniture from it with an aim to create
tactile and aesthetically pleasing pieces . I just cant help myself these days, sides of the road,
skips, buildings being demolished materials with character are everywhere. I like to make use of
recyclable material before it goes to landfill. I love using these materials the fact they are
weathered and beaten gives them a great look which lends itself to be used in making beautiful
rustic furnishings . Some people see rubbish I see something with potential.
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